[Establishment of an imatinib resistant cell line K562/G01 and its characterization].
To establish a BCR/ABL+ cell line with resistance to imatinib, and investigate the possible mechanisms of the acquired resistance. K562 cells were cultured in gradually increased concentrations of imatinib over a period of several months to generate their resistance line. MTT assay, RT-PCR, Western blotting, and FISH were used to study the possible molecular mechanisms of the resistance. A resistant cell line, K562/G01, was established with 15.2 +/- 3.0-fold resistant to imatinib as compared with that of the parental sensitive cell line. The resistant cell line also had the cross-resistance to a broad spectrum of other anticancer agents excepting for DOX. There was no difference between the two cell lines in terms of the cell morphology, proliferation doubling time, and fraction distribution of cell cycle. K562/G01 cells showed increased levels of BCR/ABL, mdr1 mRNA and their coding proteins and the increased tyrosine kinase activity. No point mutation in the BCR/ABL ATP-binding site was detected while the copies of BCR/ABL fusion gene were increased in K562/G01 cells. An imatinib-resistant human leukemia cell line, K562/G01, was established. The mechanisms of resistance of K562/G01 cells to imatinib involved increased expression of BCR/ABL and mdr1/P-gp, amplification of BCR/ABL fusion gene, and increased activity of BCR/ABL.